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Abstract. We present a simple packet level model to show how
marking at the DiffServ boundary node and scheduling and discarding
inside a DiffServ node affect the division of bandwidth between two
delay classes: elastic TCP flows and streaming non-TCP flows. We
conclude that only per flow marking together with dependent discarding
thresholds across both delay classes is able to divide bandwidth fairly,
according to the load of the network, and in a TCP friendly way.
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1 Introduction

The main arguments against differentiation are the waste of network resources
and the difficulty to guarantee fair bandwidth allocation between priority classes.
More research in this field has to be done, to be able to settle the dispute. The
Internet research also lacks efforts in coupling the packet level QoS mechanisms
of DiffServ [1], e.g. Assured Forwarding (AF) [2], to flow level analysis. On the
other hand, flow level bandwidth allocation and fairness research, e.g. [3], [4],
continue to assume that weighted fair bandwidth allocations between flows in
different service classes are somehow achieved and evade the question of how to
do so without flow control or per flow scheduling.

In [5] we introduced both packet and flow level models to study how band-
width is divided among flows using packet level differentiation mechanisms of
the Simple Integrated Media Access (SIMA) proposal [6]. In the present paper
we continue the packet level modelling approach to investigate the key factors
of two DiffServ schemes, AF and SIMA. Following Roberts [7], we assume two
forwarding classes based on delay requirements: elastic TCP traffic and stream-
ing non-TCP traffic. As a result, we present the role of the conditioning and
forwarding mechanisms in dividing bandwidth consistently across delay classes.

2 DiffServ Network Model and Its Analysis

The main elements of DiffServ are traffic classification and conditioning at the
boundary nodes and traffic forwarding through scheduling and discarding at the
DiffServ interior nodes. In addition, congestion control mechanisms designed for
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the Internet, such as TCP, and active queue management algorithms, such as
RED, may be used for QoS in the Internet. Figure 1 summarizes the components.
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Fig. 1. Components of a DiffServ network

Network model. Consider a DiffServ network with a single bottleneck link,
which is loaded by a fixed number of flows. Assume two delays classes, d = 1, 2,
and I precedence levels, i = 1, . . . , I. Delay class 1 refers to non-TCP flows, and
delay class 2 to TCP-flows. Precedence level I refers to the highest priority, i.e.
flows at that level encounter the smallest packet loss probability, and level 1 to
the lowest priority. Note that this is just opposite to, e.g., the definition given
in [2]. Therefore, we rather use the term priority level here.

Each flow is given a weight φ that reflects the value of the flow. A natural
objective of any traffic control algorithm is to allocate bandwidth as fairly as pos-
sible. Here fairness refers to weighted fairness in a single link, i.e. the throughput
θ of any flow should be proportional to its weight φ. For networks with DiffServ
architecture it is not clear how to achieve this objective, since there are no per
flow mechanisms available in the core network.

At the conditioner, the packets of a flow are marked to priority levels ac-
cording to the measured traffic rate compared to the weight of the flow. More
specifically, let ν denote the measured packet arrival rate of a flow. As in [6], we
assume that the priority level pr of the flow depends on ν and φ as follows:

pr = max

[
min

[⌊
I/2 + 0.5−

ln ν
φ

ln 2

⌋
, I

]
, 1

]
. (1)

Thus, the priority level is decreased by one as soon as the traffic rate doubles.
For non-TCP flows we assume a fixed packet arrival rate ν, whereas for TCP

flows it depends on the congestion level of the network. Let RTT denote the
round trip time of a TCP flow and q the packet loss probability it encounters in
the buffer of the bottleneck link. Following [8], we assume that

ν =
1

RTT

√
2
1− q

q
. (2)

Assume that there are L1 different groups of non-TCP flows, each group l
with a characteristic packet arrival rate ν(l), and let L1 denote the set of such
flow groups. Furthermore, assume that there are L2 different groups of TCP
flows, each group l with a characteristic round trip time RTT (l), and let L2
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denote the set of such flow groups. Finally, let n(l) denote the number of flows
in any group l.

At the boundary node all the traffic belonging to the same delay class and
precedence level are aggregated. Let λd(i) denote the aggregate packet arrival
rate of delay class d and priority level i. Packets of the flow aggregates are then
forwarded or discarded by a scheduling unit that includes two buffers, one for
each delay class. Denote by K1 and K2 the sizes of the two buffers in number
of packets.

DiffServ mechanisms. Traffic is conditioned at the boundary node by mea-
suring the incoming traffic and, based on the metering result, by marking the
packets of the flow. We consider two different marking principles:

– Per flow marking: Once the measured traffic rate of a flow exceeds a marking
threshold, all packets of the flow are marked to the same precedence level.

– Per packet marking: Only those packets of a flow that exceed the marking
threshold are marked to the lower precedence level.

The marking thresholds for flow group l, determined from (1), are t(l, 0) = ∞,
t(l, I) = 0, and

t(l, i) = φ(l) · 2I/2−i−0.5, i = 1, ..., I − 1. (3)

Per flow marking gives the aggregate arrival intensity λd(i) as

λd(i) =
∑

l∈Ld:pr(l)=i

n(l)ν(l). (4)

On the other hand, if per packet marking is applied, then

λd(i) =
∑

l∈Ld:pr(l)≤i

n(l)(min [ν(l), t(l, i − 1)]−min [ν(l), t(l, i)]). (5)

But what are such metering and marking mechanisms that follow these
principles? In [9] we demonstrated by simulation experiments that the token
bucket scheme marks packets to precedence levels per packet, while the use of
exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) marks packets per flow. The
token bucket scheme is referred to, e.g., in the AF specification. Packets are
marked to I precedence levels by I − 1 cascaded token buckets. The EWMA
scheme was proposed, e.g., in the SIMA proposal.

Forwarding at the interior node is done to aggregates divided, in our case, into
two delay classes. Before forwarding, traffic can be limited by discarding packets
based on precedence levels. We consider two different discarding mechanisms:

– Independent discarding: Each buffer acts locally as a separate buffer, dis-
carding appropriate precedence levels according to its buffer content.

– Dependent discarding: The content of both buffers determines which prece-
dence level is discarded, in both buffers.
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Let md denote the number packets in the buffer of delay class d. The inde-
pendent discarding is implemented by giving, separately for each delay class d,
thresholds Kd(i) that determine the minimum priority level accepted, PLa, when
compared to md. The dependent discarding, proposed in [6], is implemented by
giving a two-dimensional monotonic function

PLa = f(
m1

K1 ,
m2

K2 ) (6)

that determines the minimum priority level accepted when in state (m1, m2).
We apply the function introduced in [10].

The traffic not discarded is placed in the two buffers. Following the Weighted
Fair Queuing (WFQ) principle, whenever one of the buffers is empty, the other
buffer has use of total link capacity. Otherwise the capacity of the link is divided
according to predetermined weights w1 and w2, with w1 +w2 = 1. We consider
three different scheduling scenarios:

– Priority queuing: WFQ with weights (w1 = 1, w2 = 0).
– Unequal sharing: WFQ with weights (w1 = 0.75, w2 = 0.25).
– Equal sharing: WFQ, with weights (w1 = w2 = 0.5).

Analysis. The scheduling unit with two buffers is modelled as two depen-
dent M/M/1/K queues with state dependent arrival intensities. When in state
(m1, m2), the arrival intensity depends on the applied discarding function as fol-
lows: if PLa is i, then the arrival rate for buffer d is λd(i)+. . .+λd(I). The packet
transmission times are assumed to be exponentially distributed with mean 1/µ.
Thus, if both buffers are non-empty, packet service rates are w1µ and w2µ for
the two delay classes. This results in a two-dimensional Markov jump process,
the stationary distribution of which can be solved numerically.

From the stationary distribution we can calculate the packet loss probabilities
pd(i) for each traffic aggregate, i.e., for each combination of delay class d and
priority level i. Thus, if per flow marking is applied, the packet loss probability,
q(l), for a flow in group l ∈ Ld becomes

q(l) = pd(pr(l)). (7)

On the other hand, if per packet marking is applied, then

q(l) =
I∑

j=1

pd(j)
min [ν(l), t(l, j − 1)]−min [ν(l), t(l, j)]

ν(l)
. (8)

For each TCP flow these packet loss probabilities can be used to determine
iteratively the packet arrival rate ν from equation (2). Then these rates are
again aggregated as in (4) and (5), and the aggregate rates are used to solve
the stationary distribution of the resulting two-dimensional Markov process.
By continuing this iteration, the traffic rates of TCP flows converge to some
equilibrium values, which reflect the network state, i.e. the number of flows n(l)
in different classes l.
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3 Numerical Results and Conclusions

We study the combined effect of the three degrees of freedom introduced in the
text: marking, discarding thresholds and weighted capacity.

We have the following scenario in terms of the free parameters: µ = 1, K1 =
13, K2 = 39 and I = 3. In addition we consider two flow groups, non-TCP flows
in group 1 with φ(1) = 0.08 and ν(1) ∈ {0.039, 0.079, 0.16}, and TCP flows in
group 2 with φ(2) = 0.04 and RTT (2) = 1000/µ. The three values of ν(1) are
chosen so that, under the per flow marking scheme, the non-TCP flows have
priorities pr(1) = 3, pr(1) = 2, and pr(1) = 1, respectively.

Each set of pictures depicted in figure 2 show the ratio θ(1)
θ(2) = ν(1)(1−q(1))

ν(2)(1−q(2))
between throughputs of flows as function of total number of flows, under the
condition n(1)/n(2) = 1/2. The trajectories are solid, gray, and dashed for ν(1) =
0.039, ν(1) = 0.079, and ν(1) = 0.16, respectively.
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Fig. 2. Effect of marking and discarding when the minimum weights of the rt buffer
and nrt buffer change. 66% are TCP flows and 33% non-TCP flows.

The lowest pair in figure 2 shows the effect of per flow marking and dependent
discarding. Marking all packets of the flow to the same priority level encourages
the TCP mechanism to optimize the sending rate according to the network state.
Under congestion, the TCP flows attain a higher priority level by dropping their
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sending rate. This also encourages the non-TCP traffic to adjust the sending rate
accordingly. In all other cases, it is always optimal for the non-TCP flows to send
as much as possible, even if packets are then marked to the lowest priority level.
The use of per flow marking and dependent thresholds thus gives a powerful
incentive for flows to be TCP friendly [11].

The use of dependent discarding controls the throughput of non-responsive
flows better than independent discarding. With dependent thresholds, when the
nrt buffer is congested packets in the rt buffer are also discarded to alleviate the
congestion.

The effect of giving some minimum weight to the nrt buffer protects the TCP
traffic from bandwidth exhaustion by the non-TCP flows. However, there is not
a clear one to one relationship between the ratio w1/w2 of scheduler weights and
ratio φ(1)/φ(2) of flow group weights.

Further research has to be done in elaborating the TCP congestion control
model to include slow start. Furthermore, to properly assess the mechanisms we
need to extend the model to networks with more than one bottleneck link.
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